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The preview pane of SQL Data Generator shows the first 100 
rows of data that will be inserted. When you make changes, 
you can easily see their effect in the preview pane. 

One-click data generation for SQL Server 
 

What is SQL Data Generator? 
 
Creating realistic example or test data can be a tedious process, but it is essential for both 
functional and load testing, and for giving product demonstrations. SQL Data Generator 
speeds up the process by quickly generating any number of rows, based on templates you 
specify. To save even more time, for many databases SQL Data Generator will do most of the 
configuration work for you, based on your database schema.  

 
Why SQL Data Generator?  
 
Using SQL Data Generator is far easier and more straightforward than manually populating a database, or writing scripts to do 
so, and the tool is flexible enough to work with any database you are likely to encounter. Furthermore, SQL Data Generator 
uses bulk copy insertion, so there is no quicker way to get test data into your SQL Server.  
 
Features of SQL Data Generator include: 
 
���� Intuitive, easy-to-use user interface makes it easy to  

start populating your database immediately 
 
���� Intelligently generates appropriate data based on  

table and column names and data types 
 
���� Over 60 built-in generators with sensible  

configuration options  
 
���� Inter-column dependency support, for example,  

to generate records with matching email addresses  
and domain names  

 
���� Very fast data generation through the use of SQL 

Server's bulk copy insertion feature  
 
���� Support for all SQL Server 2000 , 2005 and 2008 data 

types, including CLR types 
 
���� Command-line support for automated data generation, for 

example, as part of your build process  
 
���� Foreign key support for generating consistent data across multiple tables with no manual configuration  
 
���� Seeded random data generation allows you to generate the same set of data every time 
 
���� Select data from existing tables to easily create a database containing a sample of your data 
 
���� Import data from flat files in CSV format 
 
���� User-defined generators in any .NET language give complete control over the generated data  

"Red Gate's SQL Data Generator has 
overnight become the principal tool we use 
for loading test data to run our 
performance and load tests." 
 
Grant Fritchey Principal DBA, FM Global 
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SQL Data Generator™ (continued)  

How does SQL Data Generator work? 

SQL Data Generator has a large number of generators, each of which produces a different sort of data. For example, there 
are generators to produce names, addresses, numbers, and to extract data from existing databases or files. Once the correct 
generators have been selected, either by hand or automatically, SQL Data Generator uses them to provide values for as many 
rows as desired. 

When should I use SQL Data Generator? 
 
Use SQL Data Generator when you want some data to test or demonstrate an application. You can also use it to populate a 
database with initial data, either based on an algorithm or from an external source.  
  

Who should use SQL Data Generator? 
 
SQL Data Generator is used by DBAs, developers, and testers, who need appropriate realistic data to test and demonstrate 
SQL Server-driven applications or stored procedures. 
 

Technical specifications 
 
Supported environments 
���� SQL Server 2000, SQL Server 2005 and SQL Server 2008 
 
Operating requirements 
 
���� Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Vista or Windows 2003 Server  
���� SQL Server client-side tools  
���� SQL Server 2000, 2005 or 2008 
���� Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0  
���� MDAC 2.8+  
���� 256 MB RAM  
���� 200 MB hard disk space on the client  
���� Sufficient hard disk space on the server to store all the generated data  
���� Runs on a user's PC (can also run on a server)  
 

How much does SQL Data Generator cost? 
 
SQL Data Generator costs £195 for a single user license with discounts available for multiple license purchases.  
 
SQL Data Generator can also be purchased in a bundle of complementary products for a discount on the cost of the individual 
products. 
 
���� SQL Prompt Bundle™ = £345 

SQL Prompt™ Pro + SQL Refactor™ + SQL Doc™ Pro + SQL Data Generator™  
 
���� SQL Toolbelt™ = £995 

SQL Compare Pro + SQL Data Compare Pro + SQL Dependency Tracker + SQL Packager Pro  + SQL Prompt Pro + SQL 
Refactor + SQL Backup Pro + SQL Data Generator + SQL Multi Script + SQL Doc Pro + SQL Comparison SDK  
 

Annual support and upgrade contracts are available for 25% of the product’s purchase price. 
 

"In less than the time it took me to get 
my coffee, I had a database with 2 
million rows of data for each of 10 
tables. The database was filled with 
proper names, cities, geographical 
locations, and FK links." 

Stephanie Beach, QA Manager 

 


